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Abstract. The e-commerce fashion industry is booming and comes with
the need for proper search and recommendation. However, sufficient user
personalization is still a challenging task. In this paper, we introduce a
personalized fashion recommendation system based on high-dimensional
input of user- and environment information. The proposed framework
is used to estimate suitable categories and style of clothing depending
on customized settings such as body type, age, occasion, or season. The
goal is to recommend a full fitting outfit from the estimated suggestions.
However, various personal attributes add up to a high dimensionality,
and datasets are often very unbalanced or biased, making it difficult
to do a proper recommendation. To solve this, we propose a pairwiseattention module to improve the performance of our framework. Our
model can improve the performance up to 53.29% over the comparison
method on MSE, mAP, and Recall. Moreover, in a subjective evaluation
with human participants, the recommendations of the proposed method
are preferred over the comparison method.
Keywords: Recommendation Systems · Personalized Recommendation
· Fashion Media
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Introduction

Clothing is one of the first impressions that people get from one another. Fashion tells a story about what we are and what we want to be. This is reflected in
the fashion industry, which reported a growth of revenue from 1.3 trillion U.S.
dollars (in 2012) to 1.8 trillion U.S. dollars (in 2019)3 . More recently, fashion
trends were further influenced by digital disruption and cross-border challenges.
A major fashion trend is to get more personalized [3], resulting in online fashion
retailers to invest and use more recent machine learning-based technology. Further, it is becoming more global and digital [2], accelerated through the global
pandemic [1]. However, online fashion shopping leads to obstacles, such as the
difficulty of judging whether a certain piece of clothing looks good on oneself or
which kind of clothing item is more suitable.
3
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To help customers to make a decision in their fashion shopping, traditional
methods use the purchase history and examples of clothing items to make better
suggestions. However, this cannot suit clothing recommendations to specific users
or scenarios, especially for rare occasions or lesser-known users. Some work [9,10]
started to introduce body measurements or 3D body shape as an input to suggest
suitable clothing. Others [21] proposed to use more personal information such as
event and gender information, and also use preferred outfit images to query the
outfit from the database based on similarity. Although these works can achieve
some of their objectives, there still are some limitations and drawbacks such
as missing important personal information, a low variety of clothing types, and
limitations in suggested clothing category and style.
To conquer these limitations, our objective is to improve personalization in
fashion recommendation systems by including a high number of personal attributes (such as age, ethnicity, and body shape) as well as environmental information (such as occasion or season) at the same time. Media datasets are
commonly unbalanced and often contain only sufficient data for a part of users
(e.g., a common bias is towards white males, young age groups, and so on). Due
to this, a high dimensionality of user inputs becomes an issue. To solve this,
we propose a pairwise attention module to combine each attribute and improve
the training performance for lesser-known combinations of queries. With this,
we can receive a more personalized recommendation system for suggesting types
and styles of clothing. The proposed method is evaluated and compared to a
comparison method [10], showing promising performance. We further employed
a subjective evaluation with a user study, where a majority of participants preferred the recommendations of our system compared to the comparison method.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– We propose a multi-attribute recommendation-query framework to suggest
the outfit most appropriate to a specific person on a specific occasion/season.
– To solve issues with data imbalance for lesser-known input combinations,
we propose a novel pairwise attention module, which is able used to better
understand the connection of existing data samples.
– We evaluate the framework both in comparison with an existing method
on quantitative measures, as well as a subjective evaluation with human
participants.

2

Related work

In the following, we discuss existing related work on recommendation systems,
both general-purpose as well as those targeting fashion media.
General-purpose recommendation. Zheng et al. [22] introduce a recommendation system called DeepCoNN, which works with text-based user reviews. They
used a pre-trained word embedding to embed text information for input to CNN
layers, to extract multiple levels of features from text input. Finally, they use
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a Factorization Machine [17] (FM) as a rating estimator. Rawat et al. [16] propose ConTagNet for recommending tags based on input image and user-context
using the YFCC100M [20] dataset. They use AlexNet [12] to extract features
from input images and a custom neural network to extract features from tag
information. After that, they concatenate both features to perform a multi-label
classification to predict tag scores. He et al. [8] use a CNN to learn the interaction between user and item information using Yelp reviews and Gowalla check-in
data. They embed user and item information to each feature vector, and generate an interaction map using outer product operation. Then, using ConvNCF
which is a stack of six convolutional layers to learn the correlations between user
and item on interaction map, they predict the item recommendation.
Personalized fashion recommendation. Compared to the general-purpose recommendation, personalized fashion recommendation is usually more closely tight to
user information as not only age, and body type, but also the target occasion play
a very crucial role in deciding the right outfit. “What dress fit me best” [9] proposes fashion item recommendation based on a correlation between body shape
and clothing style. They construct a celebrity dataset “Style4BodyShape”, featuring body measurement, stylist information, and related fashion outfits. They
propose a method that calculates body shape into seven types and do a personalized style suggestion on top of that. Hsiao et al. [10] propose ViBE, recommending clothing based on the relation between body shape, clothing, and
clothing attribute. However, instead of using only body measurement, they also
include 3D body shape images in the proposed method to predict more close
recommendations. Most recently, Fashionist [21] do personalization by including more user information such as gender and occasion. They also use a user’s
preference based on the preferred outfit image, then use the visual preference
modeling to extract the semantic information from the preferred outfit image.
In this work, we are inspired by this variety of work introducing additional
attributes into the personalized fashion recommendation. However, we also note
dataset imbalance and insufficient data for lesser observed input combinations,
especially if introducing a high number of customizable personal attributes.
Thus, the target of this research is to solve these remaining issues and propose
a more robust personalized recommendation system.

3

Proposed framework

Our goal is to create a recommendation system to suggest an outfit based on
personal- and environmental information. Our proposed method can be divided
into three stages: First, we augment the data of existing fashion datasets by extraction. Second, in the recommendation stage, clothing categories and attributes
are suggested based on the high-dimensional input of personal attributes, wearing occasion, and wearing season. Third, in the query stage, an adequate outfit
that matches the recommended output from the recommendation stage is selected from a large outfit dataset. The overall structure is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of proposed framework. The proposed framework consists of three
stages: (1) Dataset preprocessing, extracting visual information from existing fashion
datasets to augment the usable data, (2) Recommendation stage, that uses a recommendation model to predict the clothing item and attribute, (3) Query stage that uses
output from recommendation stage to query outfit as overall system output.

3.1

Dataset preprocessing

Browsing existing fashion datasets [5,6] quickly reveals some limitations for personalized recommendation. There often is a dataset imbalance, with some occasions or gender/age combinations being highly available while there are almost
no samples for other combinations. Further, by its nature fashion attributes are
long-tailed, making them hard to train and recommend. This makes the data
noisy, often also resulting in inconsistent or incomplete annotations.
To solve these limitations, we extract additional data from all available images to augment the existing dataset. Using existing methods [19,18], we estimate
personal attributes from user images. We generate estimates for ethnicity, age,
and body shape type.
3.2

Recommendation stage

The architecture of the recommendation stage is designed with a stack of convolution layers followed by a BatchNorm layer, a ReLU layer, and Residual
layers [7] to form feature extractor F e. To deal with the high number of inputs,
we form a feature extractor for each type of input and then combine it after
feature extraction as shown in the left part of Fig. 2.
For the pairwise attention module, the main objective is to generate a weight
attention score for each type of input, such as different user- or environment information. Therefore, when the model encounters each combination of input, it
can properly weigh each input feature, being able to give better recommendations for lesser-known combinations. A weight attention score is generated using
multiplication between feature vectors and using the Sigmoid function to map
the value to 0 to 1. The structure of the pairwise attention module is shown in
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Fig. 2. Recommendation model architecture which consists of two part: (1) feature
extraction part that uses convolution layers with BatchNorm, ReLU and Residual
layers to extract features, and (2) feature combination part is a pairwise attention
module which is used for generate weight attention score for each type of input data.

the right-side box in Fig. 2. The module can be described as Eq. 1:

F = foccasion , fseason , fage , fethnicity , fbody ,


X
1
Wf = Sigmoid 
f ⊗ xT  ,
|F | − 1
x∈F −f

Ff usion =

(1)

1 X
Wf ⊗ f,
|F |
f ∈F

where fx refers to the features of data x, Sigmoid refers to the Sigmoid activation
function, ⊗ is a multiplication operator, and Ff usion is an output from the
pairwise attention module.
Finally, the Ff usion is passed to the fully connected layer and Softmax Layer
to predict the probability of each class (i.e., 24 categories for clothing items and
65 types for clothing attributes).
3.3

Query stage

For this stage, the output from the recommendation stage is used to query the
best fitting outfits from an outfit dataset. For this, a GloVe embedding [15] is
used to embed the output of the recommendation stage into a textual feature
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vector. After that, we use the cosine similarity to measure the similarity between
recommended output and all available outfits in the query dataset. Finally, the
chosen outfit will be the result of the query stage, a set of clothing items, that
best matches the output from the recommendation stage. We employ:
PN
Ai × B i
A·B
,
= qP i=1 qP
Similarity(A, B) =
kAk ×kBk
N
N
2
2
i=1 Ai ×
i=1 Bi

(2)

where A and B are different feature vectors with the same size and dimension,
and N is the dimensionality of features. Moreover, a two-step filtering step is
used for the refinement of the results. For this, we choose to filter for attribute
information first, then for clothing items second, to query the final outfit.

4

Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method in comparison to existing methods.
4.1

Environment

Datasets. For the recommendation stage, we employ the Street-Fashion-Style [5]
(SFS) dataset, which is a collection of street photos. It provides difficult to collect annotations such as suitable outfits for specific events. In each data sample,
a user image is connected with an outfit, including relevant information such as
appropriate occasion, current season, and details of each clothing item (e.g. category, color, or material). As discussed in Sec. 3.1, we perform a pre-processing
step to augment the data for more detailed user information. For this, we use the
LightFace Library [19] which is built upon VGG-Face [13] to extract age and ethnicity information. Next, the user’s body shape is predicted by FrankMocap [18]
which includes SMPL-X [14]. Finally, after removing incomplete or missing data,
our pre-processed dataset results in 85,353 data samples. The dataset is split into
70% for training, 15% for testing, and 15% for validation. Examples of the preprocessed data are shown in Fig. 3.
For the query stage, we employ the Polyvore [6] dataset. It contains 164,000
clothing items which group into 21,889 outfits. Each clothing item is further
annotated with category, style, and details (e.g. brand, color, or material).
Ground-truth. After the dataset is processed, we define a ground-truth used for
evaluation. For each combination of inputs, we collect all data samples fitting
this scenario. Next, we determine the likelihood distribution of which clothing
types and styles are the most fitting, essentially summarizing the outfit choices of
exiting users. With this, we gain 2,545 scenarios across the 85,353 data samples
with a likelihood distribution across 24 types and 65 styles of clothing.
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Fig. 3. Example of preprocessed dataset. It is based on the Street-Fashion-Style [5]
dataset, but includes extra data extracted through our preprocessing step.

Comparison methods. To evaluate our framework we use two comparison methods. First, we implemented a naı̈ve baseline model. It is just convolution layers
with an Attentional Feature Fusion (AFF) [4] to fuse all input features at the
same time. Second, we use ViBE [10] as an existing comparison method.
Proposed method. We implemented the proposed method as introduced in this
paper. For the recommendation stage, we embed each input into a 64-dim feature
vector. Next, the feature extractor will transform it into a 1024-dim feature
vector. The pairwise attention module combines the 5 × 1024-dim features into
a 1024-dim feature vector. Lastly, it is passed into the fully connected layer and
softmax layer to map into a 24-dim output for clothing items and 65-dim output
for clothing attributes. It is trained using Adam optimizer [11] with an initial
learning rate of 0.005, decay learning rate with gamma(γ) = 0.1 every 7 steps,
and trained for 20 epoches. For the query stage, we create a 300-dim GloVe [15]
vector to embed the clothing items and attribute from the recommendation
model as well as the information of outfits in the Polyvore dataset. For top-k
query, k is set to 5 and similarity threshold = 0.5.
4.2

Experiments

Quantitative evaluation. For this experiment, we analyze the quantitative metrics MSE, mAP@k, and mAR@k and compare our proposed method to the two
comparison methods. We predict the recommended output of 24 clothing types
and 65 clothing styles using each method. Then, we compare the output from
each method with our previously defined ground-truth likelihood. To better understand the performance for different choices of user inputs, we also evaluate
sub-models using only a subset of personal attributes for the recommendation.
Subjective evaluation. To evaluate the human perception of recommended outfits, we do a subjective evaluation by a user study. In a questionnaire, we asked
participants to decide between the two outfits for a given query. Each question
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Fig. 4. Example of question in user study. Each participant is asked to decide the better
outfit for a certain input query, as shown in the top right. The selectable outfits 1 and 2
are recommendations generated by the comparison and proposed method, respectively.

shows attributes such as body shape, occasion, season, age, and ethnicity, and
then two outfit choices. The two outfits are generated by ViBE [10] and the
proposed method, making it possible to evaluate which method’s outputs is preferred by each participant. An example of the survey is shown in Fig. 4. We
gathered 43 outfit pairs made from a random season, occasion, and age. The
survey had 34 participants of Asian ethnicity, which can be divided into two
genders, 24 female and 10 male. As all participants were of Asian ethnicity, all
queries were done with Asian ethnicity.
4.3

Results

Quantitative evaluation. First, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, as shown in Table 1 (item recommendation) and Table 2 (attribute recommendation). For item recommendation, the proposed method with all inputs
achieves the highest performance in M SE metric, mAP , and mAR at k=5, 20.
The proposed method improves 53.29% over the ViBE comparison method, and
there is a significant improvement for mAP and mAR at k=5. Note, that the
approach proposed by ViBE is mostly targeting body-type recommendations,
unlike ours which covers a full range of user- and environmental attributes. For
attribute recommendation, the ViBE model does not recommend clothing attributes. Because of this, we cannot compare to ViBE, but only to the naı̈ve
baseline as our proposed method with several different input settings. The proposed method with all input information has an average performance better than
every other model.
Ablation study on fusion method. When preparing the dataset, we noticed an
imbalance of annotations as well as a long-tailed distribution which would yield
issues with a high-dimensional input recommendation. To test this, we also evaluated the naı̈ve baseline method, as it uses no comprehensive pairwise attention
to solve this dataset issue. As expected, the results shown in Table 3 prove this
intuition, by showing a decreasing performance in mAP @5 and mAP @10 when
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Fig. 5. Examples of outfit recommendation, comparing the proposed method to the
comparison methods on four different queries.
Table 1. Quantitative results on clothing item recommendation comparisons of the
proposed method with comparison method. The input for our method is abbreviated
as (O)ccasion, (S)eason, (A)ge, (E)thnicity, and (B)ody shape.
Model input
Comp. method (ViBE [10])
Naı̈ve (AFF, All)
Ours (O+S)
Ours (O+S+A)
Ours (O+S+A+E)
Ours-Proposed (All)

MSE
0.00676
0.30336
0.00032
0.00032
0.00030
0.00030

mAP@5
0.4859
0.5708
0.8023
0.8039
0.8279
0.8311

mAR@5
0.4865
0.5714
0.8029
0.8045
0.8286
0.8316

mAP@20
0.7103
0.8165
0.8781
0.8773
0.8893
0.8907

mAR@20
0.6108
0.8676
0.8814
0.8822
0.8900
0.8905
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Table 2. Quantitative results on clothing attribute recommendation comparisons of the
proposed method with comparison method. The input for our method is abbreviated
as (O)ccasion, (S)eason, (A)ge, (E)thnicity, and (B)ody shape.
Model input
Naı̈ve (AFF, All)
Ours (O+S)
Ours (O+S+A)
Ours (O+S+A+E)
Ours-Proposed (All)

MSE
0.00513
0.00016
0.00027
0.00592
0.00015

mAP@5
0.7427
0.8234
0.7849
0.8842
0.8377

mAR@5
0.5701
0.8240
0.7854
0.6263
0.8382

mAP@20
0.7810
0.8057
0.7991
0.9459
0.8188

mAR@20
0.4356
0.8113
0.7789
0.2871
0.8203

Table 3. Quantitative results of naı̈ve method. The input dimension is abbreviated as
(O)ccasion, (S)eason, (A)ge, (E)thnicity, and (B)ody shape.
Model input
Naı̈ve (O+S)
Naı̈ve (O+S+A)
Naı̈ve (O+S+A+E)
Naı̈ve (All)

mAP@5
0.7137
0.6490
0.5597
0.5706

mAP@10
0.7850
0.7568
0.7235
0.7331

mAP@15
0.8052
0.7939
0.7961
0.8063

mAP@20
0.8136
0.8113
0.8311
0.8419

Table 4. Ablation study on the attention fusion model, comparing the naı̈ve method
and the proposed method.

Fusion method mAP@5 mAP@10 mAP@15 mAP@20
Naı̈ve (AFF)
0.5708 0.5714
0.8165
0.8676
Ours (Pairwise) 0.8311 0.8316 0.8907 0.8905
Table 5. Subjective evaluation. Questionnaire result comparisons of the proposed
method with comparison method.
Preferred recommendation
Female
Male
All
From ViBE [10]
19 (44.19%) 15 (34.88%) 20 (46.51%)
From Proposed model 19 (44.19%) 21 (48.84%) 22 (51.16%)
5 (11.63%) 7 (16.28%) 1 (2.33%)
Tied between both

adding extra input features. To further ablate this, we compared the performance of attention fusion, shown in Table. 4. It can be seen that by adding
the pairwise attention, the performance increases around 45.6% over the naı̈ve
baseline method at mAP @5 and mAP @10.
Subjective evaluation The results of the subjective evaluation method are shown
in Table 5. Out of 43 outfits, the proposed model gave the better recommendation for 22 outfits, giving slightly better recommendations than the comparison
method. While these results are close, a tendency towards the proposed model
can be seen. It is larger for male participants, where a majority of users preferred
our recommendation. For female participants, the results are tied.
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Qualitative evaluation Fig. 5 shows examples of outfit recommendations for each
tested model with all input information. Each example shows the subject’s estimated body shape and personal attributes as an input for each model, and each
row shows the output for the corresponding model. The proposed method can
generally recommend outfits based on some specific information such as season
and occasion. For example, in the first column, the proposed method suggests a
comfortable outfit with a colorful long sleeve t-shirt and jeans for dinner parties
in the winter season. In the second column, the proposed method recommends a
t-shirt, short jeans, and sandals for going to the beach in summer which might
be more suitable than the recommended outfit from the comparison method that
suggests a blouse, shirt, and heels.

5

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel method for recommending clothing items and
styles with high-dimensional personalization, including personal attributes (age,
ethnicity, body shape) and environment information (occasion and season). To
solve data imbalance issues with existing datasets, we introduce a pairwise attention module to improve the performance of the recommendation. This module
can weigh the importance between each input data type, better understanding
the data in case of lesser-known input combinations. We evaluate our proposed
method and compare it to an existing method. We can show an average improvement in 53.29% and 38.24% on recommending clothing items and styles
respectively over the comparison method. The ablation study on attention methods confirms dataset imbalance issues. Moreover, in a subjective evaluation with
human participants, we can show a tendency towards preferring our recommendations over the comparison method.
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